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ABSTRACT

This note describes a modification of the boundary layer parameterization scheme in the Hurricane

Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model, which improves the simulations of low-level wind and

surface inflow angle in the eyewall area and has been implemented in the HWRF system and used in the

operational system since 2016. The modification is on an observation-based adjustment of eddy diffusivity

previously implemented in themodel. It is needed because the previous adjustment resulted in a discontinuity

in the vertical distribution of eddy diffusivity near the surface-layer top, which increases the frictionwithin the

surface layer and compromises the surface-layer constant-flux assumption. The discontinuity affects the

simulation of storm intensity and intensification, one of the main metrics of model performance, particularly

in strong tropical cyclones. This issue is addressed by introducing a height-dependent adjustment so that the

vertical profile of eddy diffusivity is continuous throughout the boundary layer. It is shown that the imple-

mentation of the modification results in low-level winds and surface inflow angles in the storm’s eyewall

region closer to observations.

1. Introduction

To adjust the initial vortex structure of a tropical cy-

clone (TC) in numerical models, limited observations

such as flight-level and surface winds in the TC eyewall

area are usually interpolated or extrapolated to other

levels based on first-guess meteorological fields ob-

tained from model output of previous hours. Therefore,

it is important to accurately simulate the vertical profiles

of wind in the inner-core area.

Vertical diffusion in the planetary boundary layer

(PBL) is one of the most important processes governing

the vertical distribution of wind in the lower levels of the

atmosphere. This process, however, cannot be fully re-

solved yet and in practice is parameterized because of

limited model resolution. Studies have reported that the

representation of vertical diffusion may have significant

impacts on simulations of TC track, intensity, and struc-

ture (Braun and Tao 2000; Kepert 2012; Li and Pu 2008;

Nolan et al. 2009; Smith and Thomsen 2010). While the

bulk, overall structure of a TC can be simulated using

most existing PBL parameterization schemes, quantita-

tive details of the simulated fields can be significantly

different using different parameterizations. For example,

Smith and Thomsen (2010) compared the simulated low-

level wind profiles in the eyewall area using six PBLCorresponding author: Weiguo Wang, weiguo.wang@noaa.gov
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schemes and found significant discrepancies. In addition,

none of the simulations gave a satisfactory profile when

compared with composited observations. In another re-

port, Kepert (2012) discussed the advantages and disad-

vantages of a variety of PBL schemes for TC simulations

and concluded that caution needs to be taken when re-

sults are interpreted and that there might be need for

tuning to compare with observations.

The PBL scheme in the NCEP operational Hurricane

Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) Model has its

roots in the PBL scheme of the NCEP Global Forecast

System (GFS). The scheme uses a parametric profile of

eddy diffusivityKmatching the value in the surface layer

to represent local diffusion in the PBL, often referred to

as the K-profile method. Surface fluxes are estimated

based on the similarity theory under the constant-flux

assumption (i.e., vertical flux is assumed to be in-

dependent of height in the surface layer). Due to its

simplicity, stability, and low computational cost, this type

of PBL scheme is being used in operational models and

also has been widely employed for TC simulations by the

research community (Kepert 2012). However, like many

other PBL schemes, the GFS PBL scheme was originally

developed to characterize the PBLover land, and it is not

necessarily suitable for the tropical cyclone environment

where very strong wind conditions prevail. It has been

shown that in strong wind environments, the GFS PBL

scheme tends to simulate deep and strongmixing, usually

resulting in simulated storms of large size and weak in-

tensity (e.g., Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Kepert 2012;

Smith and Thomsen 2010). The implementation of the

GFS PBL scheme in HWRF includes a method for es-

timating the PBL height and an eddy-diffusivity adjust-

ment (Tallapragada et al. 2015), which are intended to

make the PBL scheme suitable for TC simulations.

In this work, a further modification of the HWRF

K-profile parameterization is described, and it is shown to

more accurately represent low-level wind profiles and

inflow angles in the eyewall area when compared with

observations. This modification has been used in the op-

erational system since 2016. In this note, HWRF simu-

lations using an idealized configuration are first analyzed

to illustrate the impact of the modification on TC simu-

lations. Then, simulations from the operational system

are analyzed to assess the impact on the overall perfor-

mance. Section 2 reviews the K-profile parameterization

used in HWRF, followed by the modification. Section 3

presents the idealized configuration of HWRF. Section 4

compares low-level wind profiles and surface inflow an-

gles in the eyewall area from different simulations using

different eddy-diffusivity profiles with composite obser-

vations documented in the literature (Franklin et al. 2003;

Vickery et al. 2009; Zhang and Uhlhorn 2012). The

intensity and track of real storms simulated by the oper-

ational HWRF system with and without the modification

are also compared with observations, showing that the

modification reduces the intensity error and bias. Section 5

presents a summary and our conclusions.

2. K profile in the operational HWRF Model

a. Brief review

In the GFS and HWRF models, a subgrid vertical

turbulent flux is represented using an eddy-diffusivity

approach, with a nonlocal flux being added under verti-

cally unstable conditions. A mass-flux approach, replac-

ing the countergradient approach, was implemented in

the operationalGFSPBL scheme in 2015 to represent the

nonlocal flux. The current operational HWRF system has

used the upgraded GFS PBL scheme with modifications

since 2016. The PBL parameterization in HWRF differs

from that of theGFS in the estimations of PBLheight and

eddy diffusivity under strong wind conditions. Specific

details on the parameterization are described in the

HWRF Model technical documentation (Biswas et al.

2017; Tallapragada et al. 2015) and references therein.

Here, we only briefly review the formulation of eddy

diffusivity and its modifications.

The eddy diffusivity for momentum Km in the GFS

PBL scheme (Han et al. 2016; Hong and Pan 1996) is

based on the work by Troen andMahrt (1986). It can be

written as

K
m
5w

s
kz

�
12

z

h

�p

, (1)

where k is the von Kármán constant, z is the height

above the surface, ws is a velocity scale equal to u*/Fm,

u* is the surface friction velocity, Fm is a non-

dimensional similarity function evaluated at the top of

the surface layer zs, h is the PBL height (determined as

the lowest level above the surface at which the bulk

Richardson number is greater than a critical value), and

p is a shape parameter, usually taken as a constant equal

to 2, which is somewhat supported by theoretical and

experimental studies (Brost and Wyngaard 1978; Troen

andMahrt 1986). As z approaches zero, Eq. (1) becomes

K
m
’w

s
kz , (2)

which is consistent with similarity theory in which the

turbulent flux is assumed to be invariable with height.

The maximum value of Km is 4kwsh/27 when p5 2, and

it is located at zmax 5 h/3 above the surface.

Using the GFS formulations of Km and h in TC sim-

ulations usually results in a storm that is too diffusive

with large size and weak intensity compared with other
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schemes (Braun and Tao 2000; Kepert 2012; Nolan et al.

2009; Smith and Thomsen 2010). This ismainly due toKm

being too large. To address this issue, two efforts have

been made to improve the performance of the scheme

(Tallapragada et al. 2015).

One improvement is the estimation of h under strong

wind conditions. Note that in Eq. (1),Km is a function of

h, and its maximum value is proportional to h. In

HWRF, h is determined using the same bulkRichardson

method as in the GFS PBL scheme except that the

critical Richardson number is a function of surface wind

speed or surface Rossby number (Vickers and Mahrt

2004) rather than a constant. This modification was in-

troduced into the HWRF Model in 2013, and it lowers

the simulated hurricane PBL height to values closer to

the observations (Zhang et al. 2015), which led to im-

proved simulations of hurricane intensity and size

(Tallapragada et al. 2016). However, it has been sug-

gested that modifying only the calculation of PBL height

is insufficient to decrease PBL mixing in the TC envi-

ronment. Kepert (2012) simulated an idealized TC using

the GFS PBL scheme with a prescribed PBL height that

is the same as that in other PBL schemes and found that

the scheme still exhibited much larger mixing than the

others considered.

The other improvement of the GFS PBL formulation

made in HWRF is an adjustment of the magnitude of

Km. Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013) discovered that, at

500m above the surface, the magnitude of Km from the

GFS PBL scheme is approximately 4 times as large as

that derived from flight-level observations of a few

hurricanes (Zhang et al. 2011). Therefore, they intro-

duced a constant factor a to lower the value of Km:

K
m1

5w
s
kza

�
12

z

h

�p

, (3)

whereKm1 is the adjustedKm. This adjustment results in

significant size reductions and intensity increases in TC

simulations (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Zhang and

Marks 2015). Zhang et al. (2015) showed that the ad-

justment improves the HWRF track and intensity fore-

casts, storm size, surface inflow angle, and near-surface

wind profile.

Recently, the adjustment factor a has been reformu-

lated in HWRF to modify Km only in regions of large

wind speed, as described by Bu and Fovell (2015). In the

reformulation, the adjustment factor a is expressed as a

function of wind speed. This new formulation caps the

Km value (m2 s21) at 500m above the surface by the

value ofWS500/0.6, whereWS500 is the wind speed

(m s21) at the height. It is empirically based on a relation

between Km and wind speed derived from flight-level

observations (Zhang et al. 2011). The a value calculated

at 500m is applied to all levels within the PBL. The Km

adjustment applies mostly to strong wind conditions,

such as in the eyewall area.

Figure 1a shows the normalized vertical profiles of the

adjusted Km at different distances from the center of a

simulated storm, along with those derived from aircraft

observations (Zhang and Drennan 2012) for compari-

son. Note that most of the observations were located

40–220km from the storm center and outside of the radius

of maximum wind (RMW). The observation-derived Km

values are normalized using a velocity scale of 1.3m s21

and PBL height of 850m estimated from the information

provided by Zhang andDrennan (2012). Comparedwith

its original profile,Km is adjustedmore in the area closer

to the eyewall area, where the wind is stronger. Outside

the eyewall area, the adjusted Km profile is close to the

original profile. The adjusted Km profile averaged over

the area between 2 and 6 RMW (approximately be-

tween 60 and 200 km in this case), corresponding to the

FIG. 1. (a) Vertical profiles ofKm normalized by kwsh at different

locations. The RMW is about 25 km. Circles denote observation-

derived results (Zhang andDrennan 2012). (b) Comparisons ofKm

varyingwith wind speed at 500m above the surface. Triangles stand

for observation-derived results (Zhang et al. 2011) at the same

level. Small gray dots show eddy diffusivity after adjustment.
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area where observations were made, is closest to the

observation-derived Km distribution (asterisks). To

further verify the modeled eddy diffusivity under strong

wind conditions, flight-level observations from Hurri-

canes Hugo and Allen (Zhang et al. 2011) are compared

with the modeled Km at the same height (Fig. 1b), in-

dicating that the variation of eddy diffusivity with wind

speed in the model is in good agreement with that de-

rived from observations.

b. Modification

WhileKm adjustments tomatch the observations as the

wind speed increases have resulted in better representa-

tions of vertical diffusion andmodel performancemetrics

(Bu and Fovell 2015), any adjustment that remains in-

dependent of height will yield an eddy-diffusivity profile

that is not continuous at the surface-layer top (Fig. 2a).

This is because the Km adjustment in Eq. (3) is applied

only to the levels above the surface layer, but the Km

within the surface layer still follows Eq. (2). The resulting

discontinuity of themagnitude of themomentum flux can

be large, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, and can compromise the

constant-flux assumption used within the surface layer.

Furthermore, such a discontinuity of the eddy diffusivity

can result in a weakening of the wind speed near the

surface because the increased magnitude of flux di-

vergence near the surface-layer top leads to a larger

frictional forcing exerted on flow on the lowest (half)

level of the model.

To address this issue, we provide a modification to

Eq. (3) in order to give a continuousKm profile, where

the adjustment of Km occurs gradually between the

surface-layer top zs and the level of the maximum

K (zmax); that is,

K
m2
(z)5
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K
m
(z

s
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m
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# z, h
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FIG. 2. (a) Vertical distributions of eddy diffusivity normalized by kwsh, from HWA1 (solid line), HWAW

(triangles), and HWAZ (circles). (b) As in (a), but for the local momentum flux normalized by the surface value,

calculated using the K profiles in (a) for an assumed (given) wind profile. The dotted line shows the surface-layer

top or the first level of the model above the surface.
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whereKm2 is the modifiedKm as shown by the solid line

in Fig. 1a, and a is the wind-dependent adjustment fac-

tor used in Eq. (3). Compared with Eq. (3), the adjust-

ment factor (5 Km2/Km) is dependent not only on wind

speed but also on height. Figure 2 shows that both Km2

and the resulting momentum flux are continuous at the

surface-layer top.

3. HWRF Model configuration and experiments

Version 3.7a (2015) of the HWRF Model was con-

figured for an ideal TC without ocean coupling and data

assimilation and was used to test the impact of the above

Km adjustments. Three domains are used, with one

parent grid and two telescopic and movable two-way

nested grids. The parent domain covers approximately

808 3 808 with 18-km grid spacing, and the two nested

grids cover 128 3 128 and 78 3 78 with 6- and 2-km

horizontal grid spacings, respectively. The model uses

61 levels in the vertical (approximately 18 levels below

1000m) with a top of 200Pa. Time integration takes

place at 30-s intervals for the parent domain and 10 and

3.3 s for nesting domains.

The GFDL surface-layer scheme (Bender et al. 2007)

calculates surface fluxes and the energy budget using the

observation-based momentum and enthalpy roughness

lengths over water to obtain realistic surface drag co-

efficients. Other physics choices include the Ferrier mi-

crophysics scheme (Ferrier et al. 2002) for cloud

processes, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Iacono

et al. 2008) for longwave and shortwave radiation, the

revised simplified Arakawa–Schubert convective scheme

for deep cumulus convection and a mass flux scheme for

shallow cumulus convection (Han and Pan 2011) on the

outer two domains, and the modified GFS PBL scheme

(as described in section 2) to parameterize the subgrid-

scale vertical diffusion process.

This idealized configuration assumes an f plane cen-

tered at 158 and a constant sea surface temperature of

302K. The model is initialized with a mass-consistent

axisymmetric cyclonic vortex (Wang 1995) superposed

onto a base-state quiescent sounding. The vortex is

specified with a strength of 20ms21 and a radius of

maximum wind of about 90 km. Large-scale environ-

mental temperature and humidity fields are based on

Jordan’s Caribbean sounding (Gray et al. 1975) and are

assumed to be invariant with time during the entire in-

tegration. Details about the configuration of the ideal-

izedHWRF framework can be found in the 2015HWRF

scientific documentation (Tallapragada et al. 2015) and

in the literature (Bao et al. 2012; Gopalakrishnan et al.

2011; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013).

Wemade three simulations (Table 1) using the above-

configured HWRF Model with three different Km for-

mulations: Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), respectively. The first

simulation uses the original GFS formulation ofKm, that

is, Eq. (1) or a 5 1 in Eq. (3), which is called HWA1.

The second one, denoted as HWAW, uses the wind-

dependent but z-independent Km adjustment [Eq. (3)].

The third one, denoted as HWAZ, uses the improved

adjustment, which is wind and z dependent so thatKm is

continuous at the surface-layer top [Eq. (4)]. The value

of a ranges typically from 0.6 to 1.0. It should be kept in

mind that the impact of the Km adjustment applies only

to strong wind conditions and, therefore, is most ap-

parent in the eyewall area. The model is integrated for

5 days in each simulation. The three-dimensional TC

structures from the simulations are qualitatively similar

to those reported in the literature (Bao et al. 2012;

Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2012).

Therefore, we will only show basic analyses from the

simulations. Our focus is on the impact of the changes in

eddy diffusivity on the simulated low-level wind and

surface inflow angle in the eyewall area.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 presents the time series of themaximumwind

speed at 10m above the surface from the three simula-

tions using different K profiles. The intensity increases

generally with time in spite of some fluctuations. The

maximum intensity in the simulation using the wind-

dependent Km adjustment (HWAW) reaches approxi-

mately 50ms21, while it reaches 60ms21 after the

removal of discontinuity in Km near the surface-layer

top. The weaker intensity in HWAW is due to the

TABLE 1. Summary of experiments

Expt Description Remarks

HWA1 a 5 1 Original Km formulation; Eq. (1) or a 51 in Eq. (3)

HWAW Wind-dependent adjustment,

but height-independent a

Km #WS500/0.6 at 500m; Eq. (3)

HWAZ Same as HWAW, but with

height-dependent adjustment

Km is continuous at the surface-layer top, consistent with the

constant flux assumption in the surface layer; Eq. (4);

this is used in the current HWRF operational system
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additional friction exerted by the Km discontinuity, as

illustrated in section 3. This is further supported by the

result found when comparing the intensities from

HWAW and HWA1. The intensity from HWAW is

close to that from the simulation using the original Km

formulation even though the former uses an adjustedKm

that is smaller in magnitude.

Figure 4 shows aHovmöller diagram of the contours of

the azimuthally averaged tangential wind component

(ms21) at the first model level (approximately 30m).

RMWs simulated in both HWAW and HWAZ with

smallerKm magnitude in the eyewall area are smaller than

that in HWA1 using the original Km formulation. RMWs

fromtheHWAWandHWAZsimulations are about 25km,

while it is about 40km from theHWA1 simulation. This is a

result of the reducedKm in the eyewall area. In addition, the

reducedKm also results in a slower broadening of the vortex

(hurricane-force wind, 33ms21) as shown in Fig. 4. Con-

sistent with the time series of the intensity, HWAW

produces a weaker inner core than HWAZ with a slower

growth rate of expansion of the hurricane-forcewind due to

the additional friction near the surface.

Figure 5 presents the radius–height cross section of

azimuthally averaged wind components (tangential wind,

radial wind, and vertical velocity; ms21) from the three

simulations at 108h.All runs can simulate typical features

of an idealized TC: maximum tangential wind below

1km, a shallow layer of radial inflow near the surface, a

deep layer of outflow in the upper troposphere, and a

narrow updraft area with the existence of two maxima.

BothHWAWandHWAZ simulations using the adjusted

Km profiles apparently produce a more compact vortex

(smaller RMW) than HWA1 using the original Km for-

mulation does, with a stronger tangential wind and up-

draft, shallower and stronger radial inflow near the

surface, and stronger outflow in the upper troposphere.

With the removal of the artificial friction near the surface,

HWAZ produces a narrower and stronger updraft area,

and stronger tangential wind than HWAW does. For the

same reason, it is suggested that the vortex of HWAW is

less expanded than that ofHWAZand the depth of radial

inflow layer is thinner.

To evaluate the impact of the proposed improvement

on the wind profile in the hurricane eyewall area, we

adopted the composite wind profiles calculated by

FIG. 3. The variations of vortex intensity (maximum 10-m wind

speed) with time simulated by HWA1, HWAW, and HWAZ.

FIG. 4. Hovmöller diagrams of azimuthally averaged tangential wind speed at approximately 30m above the surface from the (a) HWA1,

(b) HWAW, and (c) HWAZ simulations.
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Franklin et al. (2003) and Vickery et al. (2009). Franklin

et al. (2003) analyzed global positioning system drop-

sonde soundings in the eyewall area of several hurri-

canes and sampled wind speed profiles based on the

distance between dropsonde launch locations and the

RMW at flight level (700 hPa). Vickery et al. (2009)

analyzed more dropsonde data and separated the data

into several categories based on RMW and mean PBL

wind speed in the vortex region and the outer vortex

region. Here, the wind profiles in the category where the

RMW is 10–30 km and the mean PBL wind speed is

50–60m s21 (Vickery et al. 2009; their Fig. 2) were se-

lected for comparison because our simulations approxi-

mately fall into that category (in terms of RMW and

mean PBL wind speed). To compare HWRF results with

the composite wind profiles, we select the columns in

the TC inner cloudy area within 0.068 of the RMW at

700hPa. Wind fields are sampled every 3h after the 99th

hour of each simulation when the simulated TC reaches a

mature stage and the intensity changes slowly in each run

(Fig. 3). The resulting profiles are compared with those in

the eyewall category defined by Franklin et al. (2003) and

the selected wind profiles of Vickery et al. (2009).

Following the approach used in Franklin et al. (2003),

the wind speed at each level in a column is normalized

by that at 700hPa. The normalized wind speed profiles

are then averaged in space and time. The resulting

profiles for the three simulations are individually com-

pared with the observed profiles in Fig. 6a. The profile

from the simulation with the GFS PBL Km formulation

(HWA1) indicates that the momentum is nearly well

mixed between 500 and 1500m above the surface. The

FIG. 5. Radius–height cross sections of distributions of azimuthally averaged tangential wind speed (contours),

vertical velocity (shaded), and secondary circulation (vectors) at the 108th hour simulation of (a) HWA1,

(b) HWAW, and (c) HWAZ. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for radial wind and vertical velocity.
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maximumwind speed ratio in this simulation is about 1.09

at approximately 1000m above the surface. This is sig-

nificantly different from the average eyewall dropsonde

profile shown by Franklin et al. (2003) and Vickery et al.

(2009). Both observation-derived wind profiles suggest

that large wind speed shear occurs in the low levels of the

atmosphere, mostly within the typical PBL height. The

differences below 1500m imply that the mixing in the

PBL represented by the original Km formulation may

be too strong. This is consistent with results of

Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013), who showed thatKm in the

original GFS PBL scheme is 4 times as large as that de-

rived from observations under strong wind conditions.

As shown byGopalakrishnan et al. (2013) and Bu et al.

(2017), reducing the eddy diffusivity by a fraction in the

HWAW simulation does increase the vertical gradient of

the wind speed in the lower levels over the eyewall area

(triangles in Fig. 6a). In addition, the peak value of the

normalized wind speed profile is much closer to the ob-

servations than that from HWA1. Likewise, the profile

from the HWAZ simulation is further improved by using

themodified adjustment. The altitude of the peak wind in

HWAZ (circles in Fig. 6a) better matches the observa-

tions than that in HWAW. HWAZ also gives a better

simulation of wind speed in the upper PBL (e.g., 0.5–2km)

than HWAW does, though both simulations with re-

ducedKm generate weaker winds than the observations.

This is likely due to processes such as local convection,

which may not be fully represented by the surface-

scaling-based Km in the cloudy and convective envi-

ronment. It is also noted that there is a large difference

in wind at high levels (.2 km) between the observations

and simulations. This difference might be explained by

processes other than the PBL mixing, which is beyond

the scope of this study. Nevertheless, the improvement

in the low-level wind profile suggests that it is very

sensitive to the eddy-diffusivity parameterization.

To highlight the differences in the normalized wind

speed near the surface, a logarithmic coordinate is used to

replot the profiles (Fig. 6b). Both observation-derived

profiles exhibit a similar vertical distribution near the

surface. The normalized 10-m wind speed in HWA1 is

about 0.80 (solid line inFig. 6b), or about 9%smaller than

that observed (0.88) by Franklin et al. (2003) and 2.5%

smaller than that observed (0.82) by Vickery et al. (2009).

This is expected since very strong PBLmixing (largeKm)

in HWA1 usually results in a weak and large storm

(Fig. 5) due to strong friction forcing in the PBL. Despite

its overall improvement in the vertical profiles of wind in

the PBL, the HWAW simulation with less PBL mixing

generates a normalized 10-m wind (0.77) (triangles in

Fig. 6b) that is even lower than is seen in the observations.

The weaker surface-layer winds in HWAW are likely a

result of the additional flux divergence (or friction) near

the surface-layer top caused by the discontinuity of the

Km profile at the surface-layer top, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

After the removal of such a discontinuity, the normalized

wind speed near the surface (between 10 and 100m) for

HWAZ (circles in Fig. 6b) is much improved, resembling

the observed profiles. For the same reason, HWAW re-

sults in erroneously large vertical wind speed shear near

the surface, but both HWA1 and HWAZ produce more

realistic surface-layer speed shear.

The simulation of the surface inflow angle is affected

by the vertical diffusion parameterization and, hence, by

the discontinuity of the Km profile. The mean surface

inflow angle, defined as the angle of the wind vector

relative to the tangential wind direction in the hurricane

inner-core area, ranges typically from 208 to 258, with
large variability. Zhang and Uhlhorn (2012) analyzed

FIG. 6. (a) Vertical profiles of normalized wind speed using differentKm formulas. (b) As in (a), but for a logarithmic

coordinate being used in the vertical between the surface and 0.5 km above.
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wind vector data from global positioning system drop-

windsondes launched during 18 hurricanes and suggested

that the mean surface inflow angle in hurricanes varies

slightly with distance from the storm center, with a mean

of 22.68 6 2.28. In the area near theRMW, themean value

of the inflow angle is about 21.338. Figure 7 compares the

mean inflow angles at 10m above the surface and the

standard deviations of the means from the three simula-

tions. The same wind data as in the above profile analysis

are used. The mean angle from HWA1 is 16.38 6 2.18,
while it is 26.38 6 3.08 for HWAW. Both mean values are

outside of the typical range of the mean inflow angle re-

ported in the literature. The low value of the mean inflow

angle in HWA1 is probably due to weak radial winds and

an overmixed PBL (Fig. 5), whereas the high value in

HWAW is due to the additional friction forcing exerted

to the flow in the surface layer as a result of the discon-

tinuity of theKm profile. The removal of the discontinuity

and the use of a smaller Km in the PBL in HWAZ

generate a better result (21.28 6 3.08), closer to the ob-

served estimate (21.338 6 2.28).
The discontinuous Km profile can also impact storm in-

tensity in real simulations. We ran the operational HWRF

system using the different Km formulations (the HWAZ

formulation is used in the current operational system) to

simulate the entire cycles of two relatively strong storms,

Hurricanes Edouard (2014) and Gonzalo (2014), initial-

ized every 6h. The reason to select strong storms is because

the Km adjustment is effective only for strong wind con-

ditions. As an example to highlight the impact of the

modified adjustment, Fig. 8 presents a 5-day time series of

maximum surface wind speed and minimum pressure for

Hurricane Edouard from the runs with the HWAW and

HWAZ Km formulations initialized at 1800 UTC on

11 September 2014. The hurricane tracks from the two

simulations are nearly the same, but the simulated

maximum surface wind speed (Fig. 8a) and minimum

pressure (Fig. 8b) are much improved after the disconti-

nuity of Km is removed. The difference between the two

simulations becomes more apparent after 60h into the

simulations. The larger impact in the late period of the

simulation occurs because the Km adjustment becomes

effective when the wind is strong, and the impact can ac-

cumulate with time and may interact with other processes.

To assess the impact of the modification on model

performance, the intensities and tracks of all simulated

cycles are compared with the National Hurricane Cen-

ter’s (NHC) best-track data using NHC’s verification

package. Figure 9 shows verifications of intensity and

track. The verification includes 62 verifiable cycles. The

verifications of HWA1 are also shown for reference. As

expected, the modified Km adjustment improves the

model performance, especially in terms of intensity. The

track errors from the three runs are not much different,

with HWAZ slightly reducing the track error by ap-

proximately 10% at day 5 compared with HWAW

(Fig. 9a). The intensity error in HWAZ is reduced for

FIG. 7. Mean surface inflow angle in the eyewall area simulated

from HWA1, HWAW, and HWAZ. Error bars represent the

standard deviation of the mean. The mean angle derived from

observations (Obs) is based on Zhang and Uhlhom (2012).

FIG. 8. Time series of (a) maximum wind speed at 10m and

(b) minimum sea level pressures simulated from the HWRF oper-

ational system before (HWAW, black solid line) and after (HWAZ,

open circles) the discontinuity in the Km profile is removed.
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nearly all forecast hours compared with those in HWA1

and HWAW (Fig. 9b), with the reduction as large as

20% between the 2- and 4-day forecasts. In general, the

operational HWRF system simulated the two storms to

be weaker than the observations, as indicated by nega-

tive biases for most of the forecast hours in Fig. 9c. With

the removal of the additional friction forcing near the

surface due to the discontinuity ofKm, the simulation of

HWAZ is significantly less negatively biased against the

observations than that of HWAW. Compared with

HWA1,HWAWdoes reduce the intensity error. But the

improvement of HWAW is less significant than that of

HWAZ because of the discontinuity of theKm profile in

HWAW. To further assess the impact of the modified

Km adjustment, we calculated inflow angles at different

distances from the storm center using surface wind di-

rections over the innermost domain of each simulation.

The azimuthally averaged results are compared with

those calculated using the observation-based parametric

model developed by Zhang and Uhlhorn (2012). The

parametric model fitted the inflow angle derived from

observations as a function of storm intensity and storm

motion speed, as well as the distance to the storm center

normalized by the RMW. Figure 10 compares the sur-

face inflow angles derived from the HWRF wind data

and from the fitted parametric model, with a 1:1 refer-

ence line plotted. The data are averaged over an interval

of 18. In general, the inflow angle of HWAZ is closest to

that of the parametric model, suggesting that the surface

wind structure is improved with the modification de-

scribed in this note. Note that the differences in the in-

flow angle among the three simulations are large when

the angle is small. This is because small inflow angles are

likely to occur under strong local wind conditions, which

is supported by data shown in Zhang andUhlhorn (2012,

FIG. 9. (a) Mean track errors at different forecast hours from three

simulations using the operational HWRF system. The verification in-

cludes 62 verifiable cycles from the simulations ofHurricanes Edouard

(2014) and Gonzalo (2014). (b) Mean intensity errors (i.e., mean ab-

solute errors). (c) Mean intensity biases (i.e., mean differences).

FIG. 10. Comparisons of azimuthally averaged surface inflow

angles (8) derived from surface wind directions of HWRF output

and from the observation-based parametric model (Zhang and

Uhlhorn 2012). The results are averaged over an interval of 18.
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their Fig. 6). Under strong wind conditions, the Km ad-

justment is activated as designed. In this case, HWA1

produces inflow angles smaller than the observation-

based parametric model does, while HWAW produces

significantly larger inflow angles. This is consistent with

the comparison from the idealized simulations. The

former can be explained by there being toomuchmixing

in the PBL scheme in HWA1 under strong wind con-

ditions. The latter can be explained by the additional

friction forcing in HWAW that is due to the disconti-

nuity of Km near the surface-layer top, which makes the

flow deviate more from the gradient wind. Such biases

are much reduced in HWAZ. For cases with large inflow

angles, the inflow angles from the three simulations are

close; this is because the Km adjustment is less likely

activated under weak wind conditions, and therefore the

same formation may be used in the three simulations.

5. Summary

This note discusses amodification to the eddy-diffusivity

formulation in the PBL scheme of the HWRF Model,

which has been implemented in the HWRF system. The

modification improves the simulation of low-level winds

and surface inflow angles in the TC eyewall area. In the

past, observational studies suggested that themagnitude of

eddy diffusivity Km of the original GFS PBL scheme was

much larger than that derived from measurements, espe-

cially under strong wind conditions. To address this issue,

the estimation of PBL height was improved, and the

magnitude of eddy diffusivity was multiplied by a height-

independent fraction above the surface layer. While both

changes improved the performance of the HWRFModel,

it was found recently that the Km profile was not contin-

uous at the surface-layer top because of the height-

independent adjustment fraction. This compromises the

constant-flux assumption and leads to a larger flux di-

vergence (i.e., friction forcing) near the surface-layer top,

which weakens the wind speed near the surface and in-

creases the surface inflow angle. This problem is addressed

by modifying the adjusted Km profile so that it is contin-

uous at the surface-layer top. With the modification, the

near-surfacewinds and inflow angle in the eyewall area are

simulated closer to those derived from observations. Ver-

ifications of track and intensity from the operational

HWRF system suggest that the modification can improve

the overall forecast performance.

Further improvements are possible. First, our com-

parisons suggest that the eddy-diffusivity parameteriza-

tion plays a critical role for HWRF in accurately

simulating low-level winds in the TC eyewall area. Many

PBL schemes available in the WRF Model including

higher-order closure schemes have different vertical

distributions of eddy diffusivity in terms of their magni-

tude and peak location (Wang et al. 2016). Most have not

yet been verified and tuned sufficiently under strong wind

conditionsmainly because of the difficulties involvedwith

verification due to the lack of observations of vertical

distributions of turbulent fluxes in the TC PBL. Having

this inmind, we designed a fewKm profiles by keeping the

same peak Km value but changing its height. HWRF

simulations with those profiles suggest that the results are

highly sensitive to those changes, implying that a realistic

Km parameterization is needed for an accurate simulation

of low-level wind profiles. The only way to accomplish

this is to collect more observations in the TC PBL.

Also needed is an approach to better estimate PBL

height, which is often used to scale PBL turbulence. Ac-

curately determining PBL height is still challenging due

partly to disagreements in how to define the TC PBL

(Smith andMontgomery 2010). The usual bulkRichardson

number method does not work well under strong wind

conditions. While a different method with a variable

critical Richardson number somewhat improves the es-

timation of PBL height, its performance has not yet been

evaluated directly with observations. New methods are

needed to determine the PBL height to better reflect the

TC PBL characteristics.

Finally, the low-level wind profile in the eyewall area

is also affected by other physical processes such as the

surface drag and deep and shallow moist convection.

Improving parameterizations of those processes should

also help improve the simulations of low-level winds.
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